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Oxide Thin-film Electronics on Carbon Fiber
Reinforced Polymer Composite

Niko Münzenrieder, Member, IEEE, Júlio Costa, Giuseppe Cantarella, Christian Vogt, Student Member, IEEE,
Luisa Petti Member, IEEE, Alwin Daus, Stefan Knobelspies, and Gerhard Tröster, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this letter, the direct fabrication of amorphous
Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide thin-film transistors (TFTs) and cir-
cuits on a commercial carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
substrate is demonstrated. The CFRP is encapsulated with a
≈10.6 µm thick resin layer, although the surface roughness and
temperature sensitivity of the substrate are not ideal for the
fabrication of electronic devices, we present depletion mode
TFTs exhibiting a field effect mobility of 18.3 cm2V−1s−1, and
a common source amplifier, providing a voltage gain of 8 dB
and a −3 dB cutoff frequency of 11.5 kHz. The amplifier does
not require any input bias voltage and can hence be directly
used to condition signals originating from various transducers
e.g. piezoelectric strain sensors used to monitor the structural
integrity of CFRP elements. This opens the way to the fabrication
of smart mechanical CFRP parts with integrated structural
integrity monitoring systems.

Index Terms—Thin-film transistors, carbon reinforced poly-
mer, amorphous-IGZO, voltage amplifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONALLY, electronic devices are fabricated on
semiconductor wafers. Nevertheless, a variety of other

substrates, mostly used for the fabrication of thin-film devices,
became more important in the last years. Examples are paper,
for cheap and biodegradable applications [1], [2], glass panels
for large area electronics [3], and plastic foils for flexible
or roll-to-roll fabricated electronics [4], [5]. Another motiva-
tion for the use of unconventional substrates is the aim to
unobtrusively integrate electronic functionality into common
items such as textiles [6]. This calls for electronic devices
on substrates with similar mechanical properties as everyday
objects. Since most of the involved materials are temperature
sensitive, new semiconductor materials, in particular amor-
phous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (IGZO) [7], became more
important due to their ability to combine low temperature
processability and good electrical performance. At the same
time, these materials exhibit better electrical performance than
organic semiconductors or amorphous silicon [5]. A class of
materials which recently attracted a lot of attention in the
mechanical engineering community are carbon fiber reinforced
polymers (CFRPs). These materials combine a high tensile
strength and low weight [8] which make them an integral part
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Fig. 1. a) Micrograph of oxide thin-film devices directly fabricated on
a commercial carbon fiber reinforced polymer plate (encapsulated with a
≈10.6 µm thick resin layer). b) Representative 2D surface structure and (c)
surface profile of the CFRP substrate measured using an AFM. d) Schematic
cross-section of the TFTs.

of many modern mechanical systems such as bridges, wind
turbine blades, car frames, or airplane wings [9]. However,
maintenance of such components is expensive and labor in-
tensive [10]. The direct fabrication of electronic components
such as sensors and the associated conditioning circuits on
CFRP would enable the realization of mechanical parts with
integrated strain or fatigue monitoring systems.

Here, we present to the very best of our knowledge, the first
depletion mode TFTs and analog circuits directly fabricated
on a commercial CFRP substrate. Although fabricated on a
substrate not designed or optimized for the fabrication of
semiconductor devices, the TFTs exhibit an average field effect
mobility of 18.3 cm2V−1s−1, while a common source amplifier,
with power consumption as low as 130 µW, provides a voltage
gain up to 8 dB without the need for DC input bias.

II. MATERIALS AND DEVICE FABRICATION

Thin-film devices (shown in Fig. 1a) were directly fabri-
cated on CFRP substrates using standard thin-film deposition
techniques and UV lithography.

A. Substrate

Commercial 5 mm thick carbon fiber reinforced polymer
plates served as substrate. The CFRP is made from multiple
layers of woven carbon fiber fabric embedded into a trans-
parent epoxy resin. To prepare the substrate, 7.5 cm×7.5 cm
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large samples were cut using a circular saw, and the CFRP
was cleaned in acetone and IPA (this had no observable
influence on the epoxy). Although the carbon fibers are highly
conductive, the epoxy resin acts as insulating spacing layer and
enables the fabrication of devices without additional substrate
encapsulation. Additionally, the resin also flattens the surface
of the substrate and allows the fabrication of thin-film devices.
To quantify the surface properties, an AFM scan of the CFRP
and a representative surface profile are shown in Fig. 1b and
Fig. 1c, respectively. On the one hand side, a RMS surface
roughness of 9.5 nm was measured. This value is only slightly
worse than the surface roughnesses obtained from conventional
polymer substrates such as polyimide foil (RMS =4.1 nm) [11].
At the same time, ≈20 nm deep scratches, and up to multiple
hundreds of nanometer tall peaks are measured as well. Since
the total thin-film device thickness is only around 100 nm
these anomalies in the surface structure have to be considered
during the device fabrication. Due to the woven structure of the
carbon reinforcement, the thickness of the epoxy encapsulation
is not constant. To shield the TFT channels (in particular
within circuits) from capacitive coupling to the conductive
carbon fabric, we used a bottom gate layout. The specific
capacitance of the epoxy encapsulation was measured using
(0.19 mm2) Cr metal pads deposited on the substrate (where
the bottom contact with the carbon fibers was achieved by me-
chanically removing the epoxy encapsulation in a small area
in the substrate center). The thickness variation of the epoxy
led to a specific capacitance varying between 288 pF/cm2

and 387 pF/cm2 (average value is 327 pF/cm2). This con-
firms that compared to the capacitance of the gate insulator
(280 nF/cm2), only negligible capacitive coupling between the
devices and the substrate can be expected. Assuming a room
temperature εr of 3.9 for the epoxy [12], the average thickness
of the resin is calculated to be 10.6 µm.

B. Thin-film devices and circuits

The schematic cross sectional structure, including mate-
rials and layer thicknesses, of the fabricated back channel
passivated inverted staggered bottom gate TFTs is given in
Fig. 1d. First, the substrate was treated with an ozone plasma
to promote the adhesion of the following layers. 35 nm thick
evaporated Cr was deposited on the CFRP and structured into
gate contacts using wet etching. The gate was electrically
insulated by 25 nm atomic layer deposited (ALD) Al2O3. The
ALD deposition is performed at 150◦C, which is the highest
temperature found during the fabrication process. Although
this temperature is lower than the decomposition temperature
of the epoxy resin, it is larger than its glass transition tem-
perature [13]. Hence, we observed a slight softening of the
hot CFRP when handling the substrate after ALD, but no per-
manent deformation or change of the mechanical properties.
Additionally, we didn’t observe any effects of the temporary
change of the substrate properties on any of the deposited
layers. At the same time, the pinhole free and conformal
ALD Al2O3 is essential for the gate insulator fabrication on
the uneven CFRP substrate. Room temperature RF magnetron
sputtering was used to deposit 15 nm of amorphous IGZO
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Fig. 2. a) Micrograph of a single IGZO TFT. Corresponding transfer
(b), output (c) and capacitance-voltage (d) characteristics normalized by the
channel width and length [c) also shows the bias points of the TFTs within
the designed circuit]

from a ceramic IGZO target with a composition of In:Ga:Zn
=1:1:1 mol. The IGZO and Al2O3 layers were structured by
two independent wet etching steps. To form source and drain
contacts as well as circuit interconnection lines, 10 nm of Ti
(as adhesion layer) and 60 nm of Au were evaporated and
structured by lift-off. Afterwards ALD deposition and struc-
turing of a second Al2O3layer (25 nm), as device passivation,
finalized the fabrication process.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TFT current-voltage and capacitance-voltage characteriza-
tion under ambient conditions was performed with a Keysight
B1500A parameter analyzer. Performance parameters were
extracted using standard MOSFET equations [14]. AC charac-
terization of circuits was performed using a Agilent 33220A
function generator and a Tektronix MD03014 Oscilloscope
with an input impedance of 1 MΩ and 13 pF.

A. Transistors

A fully processed TFT with a W/L ratio of 1 (50 µm/50 µm)
can be seen in Fig. 2a. The low surface quality of the
substrate is reflected in the matt appearance of the metallic
gold pads, and the only moderate yield of ≈40 %. Nevertheless
it has to be mentioned that the yield for TFTs with channel
length >50 µm is above 90 %. The representative full DC
characterization of the TFT, including ID-VGS , ID-VDS , and
CG-VGS measurements are shown in Fig. 2b, c, and d,
respectively. The TFT exhibits a threshold voltage VTH of
−7.9 V and an average field effect mobility of 18.3 cm2V−1s−1

(the values for the Hall mobility are typically similar to the
field effect mobility on these TFTs). Compared to similar
TFTs on polyimide, featuring a slightly positive VTH [5], the
TFTs on CFRP exhibit a significantly more negative VTH .
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Fig. 3. a) Circuit schematic of a common source amplifier with active load
showing the W/L ratios of the TFTs, as well as the input AC and DC voltages.
b) Micrograph of the fabricated amplifier on CFRP substrate. c) Variation of
the overall voltage gain with supply voltage. d) Representative sinusoidal input
and output signals and e) Bode plot of the amplifier.

This is due to the high outgasing rates of epoxy resin under
vacuum conditions [15], emitting H2O and Nitrogen [16],
and the associated unintentional doping of the IGZO during
the sputter deposition. Both species are known to decrease
the threshold voltage of IGZO TFTs [17], [18]. As very
negative voltages (-12 V) were applied, a clockwise hysteresis
was observed due to significant gate bias stress (480 MV/m).
The average VTH shift is 420 mV. For high VGS values the
field effect mobility reduces to 10.7 cm2V−1s−1, consequently
the maximum transconductance gm only reaches a values
of 49 µS�. Since the contact resistance is not dominant for
this long channel TFT (see also the output characteristic in
Fig. 2c), the reduction of mobility is attributed to an increased
interface scattering of the charge carriers [5]. The interface
quality is also responsible for the subthreshold swing (inverse
of subthreshold slope) of 396 mV/dec . Due to the high quality
ALD deposited gate insulator, the gate leakage current always
stays below 0.1 nA, and the on-off current ratio is as high
as 7 × 107. The gate capacitance measurement reflects the
geometry of the channel and source drain to gate overlaps.
Furthermore, the overlap and channel capacitance in the on
and off regime do not depend on the frequency or sweep
direction. At the same time, and similarly to the transfer
characteristic, a small (<500 mV) clockwise hysteresis was
observed in the subthreshold range. The frequency dependency
in the substhreshold range was previously observed for TFTs
with identical layer structure, and is caused by trap states
[11]. We expect that the TFT performance could be further
improved by employing a thick substrate encapsulation and
planarization layer.

B. Analog circuits

Based on the TFT measurements a fully integrated common-
source amplifier was designed and fabricated. Fig. 3a and 3b
show the circuit schematic and micrograph. Due to the use

of depletion mode TFTs no DC bias is needed at the input
(bias points are illustrated in Fig. 2c). The estimated maximum
transit frequency of the driver TFT (based on gm and CG) is
7.3 MHz [19]. First the optimal supply voltage of the circuit
was evaluated by measuring its voltage gain for different VDD

(Fig. 3c). It can be seen that the voltage gain reaches unity
at a VDD of 4.1 V and saturates at voltages above 5 V (this
result is nearly independent of the input voltage amplitude).
Hence VDD =5 V was used for the following characterization.
Here the amplifier has a current consumption of 26 µA, and
the DC voltage offset of the inverted output signal is 0.9 V.
A representative pair of input and output signals is shown
in Fig. 3d. The output signal exhibits no visible distortion,
and a low frequency voltage gain of 8 dB. The frequency
performance of the circuit is summarized by the Bode plot
shown in Fig. 3e. The graph can be used to extract a −3 dB
cutoff frequency of 11.5 kHz and a unity gain frequency of
23.7 kHz (limited by the current driving capabilities of the
TFTs in the circuit). These performance parameters make the
presented circuit compatible with the sampling rate of most
sensor applications.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented, to the best of our knowledge, the first analog
amplifier circuits directly fabricated on a light weight and
highly robust CFRP substrate. Low temperature fabrication
processes and IGZO semiconductor were used to fabricate
depletion mode TFTs with a threshold voltage of −7.9 V and
an average field effect mobility of 18.3 cm2V−1s−1 on the
commercial composite substrate exhibiting a RMS surface
roughness of 9.5 nm. Integrated common source amplifiers
with an active load element provide a gain of 8 dB and a gain
bandwidth product of 59.5 kHz (unity gain frequency times
low frequency gain). These amplifiers not only demonstrate
the reliability of the proposed technology, but can also be used
as sensor readout circuit and hence open a route towards smart
mechanical CFRP parts with integrated front-end conditioned
sensor systems.
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